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Today’s Webinar

You will be automatically 
muted during this 

webinar.  

Need to go? Click Leave 
Meeting to exit the 

webinar.

🤫🤫

Have a question? Type a 
question to the host and 
panelists using the Q&A 

box!

👋👋

Watch for our polls 
throughout today’s 

presentation.

Audience Polls

We will share the 
meeting recording, 

slides, and transcripts 
afterwards. 

The chat function will be 
disabled during the 

webinar



Agenda

Section Presented by

Agenda
FAQ Reminders
TVFC/ASN Provider Journey in VAOS

Sydney Dixon

Live Demo in VAOS
• Provider View of VAOS 
• Refresher Training of RE Actions

Rae Plaza

RE VAOS Support Sydney Dixon

Discussion and Q&A Sydney Dixon



FAQs Reminders for REs
Question/Comment Answer

Will providers receive an email every time their order 
status changes on the back end? If so, will providers be 
able to see the comments REs entered if an order is 
placed on hold?

Yes, providers will receive updates emails and they will be able to see comments. 

When an RE is reviewing a provider's Inventory Report, 
how do they properly review the add-lined records to 
ensure the doses administered are accurate?

All add-lined records will list that they were add-lined by the provider for easy 
viewing.

Is there a function that gives the RE a quick view of all 
short-dated vaccine among our providers?

Yes, there is a way to filter on the Vaccine Items page to view short-dated vaccines. 
There is also a Vaccines Near Expiration report that REs can download for all the 
providers in their sub-region or region that will provide similar information. 

If providers do not send their monthly temperature 
logs to their RE, how will the RE know that a temp log 
has been submitted?

REs will be able to view the uploaded temp logs in VAOS to confirm they are 
uploaded correctly.

Will REs know if providers adjust inventory?  You can see the last date and time a record is adjusted, and which user made the 
changes.

If REs accidently approve an order, can that be 
retracted?

Yes, you can change the status to On Hold.



FAQs Reminders for Providers
Question/Comment Answer

Will the VAOS sign in be the same as EVI? No, VAOS log in credentials will be different from EVI's log in credentials. 

We have done re-enrollment, but I'm still pending 
approval. How long does it take?

Enrollments/Re-Enrollments are currently being reviewed and will be approved shortly.  The 
primary and secondary listed on the account will receive an email confirmation with the details 
once approved.

Do providers have to upload your temp log every 
time you order, or just once a month?  We place 
multiple orders in a month.

Temp logs should be uploaded every time you place an order, even if you just uploaded one for 
a recent order.

Will there be a slide presentation that we can keep? Yes, slides, recordings, job aids, instructional videos, and FAQs are on the Vaccine Management 
Resources for TVFC and ASN webpage. (https://www.dshs.state.tx.us/immunize/Vaccine-
Management-Resources-for-TVFC-and-ASN.doc) 

Will we have the same pin for our VAOS login 
credentials as we did in EVI?

Your 6 digit pin will be the same; however, your pin will no longer be your username. Your 
VAOS username will be new and specific to the individual and not to the facility.

If I am a COVID-19 vaccine provider, will I use the 
same username and login password for TVFC/ASN 
vaccine ordering?

Providers: if a provider is a COVID provider AND a TVFC/ASN provider, their log in credentials 
will be the same in VAOS when the system is live in February 2022. 

At our provider facility, there are two different 
teams managing COVID-19 and TVFC/ASN. How can 
our facility mitigate this for a single TVFC/ASN PIN?

Providers will continue to have only two user accounts for VAOS (primary & secondary 
coordinator). Therefore, the primary & secondary coordinators who use VAOS for TVFC/ASN 
vaccines should be the same for COVID-19 vaccines. 
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VAOS Timeline and EVI Sunsetting
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

01/10 01/11 01/12
TVFC/ASN Provider Webinar

01/13
Last day to order in EVI

01/14

01/17 01/18 01/19
TX State Holiday

01/20
TVFC/ASN Provider Webinar

01/21

01/24 01/25 01/26
TVFC/ASN Provider Webinar

01/27 01/28

01/31
Last day for Re-Enrollment

02/01 02/02
Reporting Cut off in EVI
TVFC/ASN Provider Webinar

02/03
TVFC/ASN RE Webinar

02/04

02/07 02/08
VAOS Go-Live for Non-COVID

02/09 02/10
TVFC/ASN RE Webinar

02/11

02/14 02/15 02/16
TVFC/ASN Provider Webinar

02/17 02/18



Live Demo in VAOS
- Provider View: Navigate Homepage
- RE View: RE Actions



Key RE Actions We’ll Review Today: 

Key Steps:
Basic navigation of RE portal

Navigation
Lists & objects
View current/historic provider MSLs

How to review inventory records
Find a provider’s inventory 
Select Vaccine Items to see vaccine inventory item 

details

Objectives: 
 Provide an overview of the specific RE 

actions in VAOS that providers do not 
have, which are similar to permissions in 
EVI

Additional Materials:
• TVFC/ASN RE Quick Guide



Key RE Actions We’ll Review Today: 

Key Steps:
How to review & approve orders

View pending order requests
Search for an account to see their orders OR use 

master order number to see all vaccine orders 
submitted under one order

Select an individual vaccine request to review details
Quickly approve entire orders
Enter Reason when denying orders or placing on hold 
Reduce vaccine order amount
Return to Vaccine Requests

Objectives: 
 Provide an overview of the specific RE 

actions in VAOS that providers do not 
have, which are similar to permissions in 
EVI

Additional Materials:
• TVFC/ASN RE Quick Guide

*Reminder about VAOS Service Requests*
When submitting a Service Request, please make sure to do so 
from the Accounts page and ensure the Pin # listed is the correct 
one associated with that particular account!



Live Demo in VAOS
- Provider View: Navigate Homepage
- RE View: RE Actions



Poll #1
“On an individual vaccine request, as an RE you can reduce the 

number of vaccines that a provider has requested.”
 True
 False



Poll #2
As an RE, which of the following actions can you take in VAOS?
Check all that apply.

 View/edit pending order requests
 View current/historic provider MSLs
 Quickly approve entire orders
 Review temp logs submitted by providers
 Review provider inventory records



RE VAOS Support



What to expect when VAOS is live for Non-COVID

When VAOS is live for TVFC/ASN providers February 8th, REs will be their first point of 
contact when they have questions. To best support REs, the following will be available:

A consolidated mailbox that REs can 
email with questions

Covid19VacShipments@dshs.texas.gov

A single phone number that 
REs can use to answer their 
questions*

833-832-7068, Press 0

VAOS training resources for 
TVFC/ASN providers available online

https://www.dshs.texas.gov/immuniz
e/tvfc/TVFC-and-ASN-Re-Enrollment-
Center/

*If you are an LHD, your first step is still to reach out to your DSHS PHR for technical assistance as you normally do. If they cannot 
help resolve the issue or you need additional technical assistance, then you can use this phone number for further guidance.

mailto:Covid19VacShipments@dshs.texas.gov
https://www.dshs.texas.gov/immunize/tvfc/TVFC-and-ASN-Re-Enrollment-Center/


Thursday, February 3
Live Demo for RE Actions in VAOS
• FAQ Reminders
• TVFC/ASN Provider Journey in VAOS
• RE Support
• Q&A
Materials: VAOS Helpful Tips

What’s Next?

Thursday, February 10
Live Demo for Provider Actions in VAOS
• FAQs Review
• VAOS Live Demo Refresher Training
• Q&A
Materials: Open Ordering

Reminder: 
Early next week, you will receive your RE VAOS credentials. Please log in within 24 hours of 
receiving your login to ensure your account activation is successful! 

https://www.dshs.texas.gov/immunize/VAOS/TVFC-ASN-Open-Ordering.pdf


Discussion and Q&A



Thank you!
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